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Background: Many children who suffer from one mental health issue also suffer from at least 
one co-occurring disorder and a range of developmental psychopathology theories, including 
developmental cascade and network models, have been proposed to explain this widespread 
comorbidity. Autoregressive latent trajectory models with structured residuals (ALT-SR) and 
multilevel graphical vector autoregression (GVAR) are recently proposed complementary 
approaches that can help operationalise and test these theories and provide new insights into 
the reciprocal relationships between multiple mental health domains to advance the 
understanding of comorbidity development. 
Methods: This study uses ALT-SR and multilevel GVAR models to analyse the temporal, 
contemporaneous, and between-person relationships between key dimensions of child mental 
health: emotional problems, peer problems, conduct problems, hyperactivity/inattention and 
prosociality as measured by the parent-reported Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire 
(SDQ) in 17,478 children from the UK Millennium Cohort Study at ages 3, 5, 7, 11, 14 and 
17 years.  
Results: Children’s strengths and difficulties in different domains of psychosocial 
functioning were dynamically associated with each other over- and within-time. The ALT-
SR highlighted that hyperactivity/inattention plays a central role in affecting other domains 
over developmental time, while the GVAR model highlighted comparably strong 
bidirectional relationships between conduct problems and prosociality as well as between 
emotional problems and peer problems.  
Conclusion: This study confirms that mental health difficulties influence one another 
dynamically over time. The complementary techniques of ALT-SR and GVAR models offer 
different insights into comorbidity and hold promise for supporting the building of more 
comprehensive developmental psychopathological theories that acknowledge the inter-
connectedness of different domains of mental health. 
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General Scientific Summary 
Most mental health difficulties, such as emotional problems or hyperactivity, have their onset 
during childhood and adolescence with many children suffering from one mental health issue 
also suffering from at least one other. This study presents evidence for complex interactions 
between different mental health domains over children’s development, highlighting the 








Most mental health issues have their onset during childhood or adolescence with an estimated 
10-20% of youths suffering from a mental health condition (WHO, 2018). The leading mental 
health concerns among children and adolescents are attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder 
(ADHD), externalising problems such as conduct disorder and internalising problems such as 
anxiety and depression (Danielson et al., 2018; Ghandour et al., 2019). A much larger 
proportion of children is further affected by sub-clinical levels of difficulties; for instance, 
estimates for subthreshold ADHD symptoms are as high as 23% (Balázs & Keresztény, 2014). 
While ADHD symptoms usually first appear before age 6 but must have an age of onset before 
age 12 to warrant a diagnosis of ADHD (American Psychiatric Association, 2013), 
internalising problems and in particular anxiety disorders as well as externalising problems 
such as impulse control disorders have a median age of onset of 11 years (Kessler et al., 2005). 
Importantly, more than 40 percent of youths with a lifetime psychiatric disorder go on to 
develop at least one additional mental illness concurrently or later in life with most 
comorbidities having an onset before or during adolescence (Kessler et al., 2005; Reale et al., 
2017).  
 Various theories have attempted to explain the high comorbidity rates of mental health 
problems. In particular, developmental cascade models such as the dual failure model 
(Capaldi, 1992) and the acting out model (Carlson & Cantwell, 1980) hypothesise that co-
occurring mental health problems are the results of cascades from one mental health problem, 
for example conduct problems, to risk factors such as peer problems that then lead to problems 
in another domain, for example emotional problems (Masten & Cicchetti, 2010). Similarly, 
according to the ontogenic process model of externalizing psychopathology comorbidities are 
the result of complex longitudinal transactions between individual vulnerabilities (e.g., 
genetic factors) and contextual risk factors (e.g. hostile parenting) (Beauchaine & McNulty, 





2020; Murray, Obsuth, Zirk-Sadowski, et al., 2020; van Lier & Koot, 2010; Yu et al., 2018), 
however, much of the existing evidence comes from studies that have used methods that did 
not adequately operationalise the processes implied by such cascade models. In particular, 
cross-lagged panel models (CLPMs) have often been the method of choice (e.g. Obsuth et al., 
2020; van Lier et al., 2012). However, CLPMs suffer from a major limitation in that they 
conflate within- and between-person effects (Berry & Willoughby, 2017). Considering that 
the developmental relations of interest refer to within-person processes, it is vital to 
appropriately account for between-person differences. This is particularly important in the 
context of interventions which will have to be guided by within-person findings in order to be 
effective (Hamaker et al., 2015). Also, most studies to date investigating cascade models, 
including a limited number of studies that have used methods suitable for disaggregating 
within- from between-person effects, have only studied comorbidities between a small 
number of mental health issues (e.g., internalising and externalising problems) (e.g. Murray, 
Caye, McKenzie, et al., 2020; Murray, Eisner, & Ribeaud, 2020; Oh et al., 2020; van Lier & 
Koot, 2010). However, previous research suggests that almost all common socio-emotional 
issues, that is conduct problems, hyperactivity/inattention, emotional problems, peer 
problems and prosociality, are connected to all others (e.g. Andrade & Tannock, 2013; 
Murray, Eisner, & Ribeaud, 2020; Obsuth et al., 2015, 2020; Patalay et al., 2017). This implies 
that simultaneously examining all their relations and their development over time is critical 
to get a complete picture of mental health development  
An alternative conceptualisation of comorbidities comes from the network approach 
to psychopathology (Borsboom, 2008). This approach views psychological disorders not as a 
collection of symptoms that can be explained by a unitary underlying abnormality (e.g., 
ineffective serotonin regulation) but as an interacting system of mutually reinforcing 





that difficulties thought to be characteristic of one disorder can drive the development of 
difficulties in another domain through so called ‘bridge symptoms’, activating another 
symptom network (Jordan et al., 2020). While a specific symptom network might be given a 
label such as depression, this conceptualisation of psychopathology highlights that all mental 
health domains are interconnected. Thus, the network approach to psychopathology further 
highlights that to better understand the pathogenesis of mental health problems and 
consequently improve mental health interventions, it is crucial to move beyond pairwise 
analyses of mental health problems and to comprehensively track the developmental interplay 
of commonly co-occurring mental health difficulties from early childhood into adulthood.  
The current study applies two state-of-the-art methods to model dynamic relations of 
multiple mental health domains: autoregressive latent trajectory models with structured 
residuals (ALT-SR; Curran et al., 2014) and multilevel graphical vector autoregression 
(GVAR; Epskamp, 2020). As well as providing the means to model the concurrent and 
temporal inter-relations between multiple mental health issues predicted by various 
developmental cascade and network theories simultaneously, they have the advantage of 
allowing within- and between-person relations to be disentangled. This is an important 
advance over models such as cross-lagged panel models, which conflate between- and within-
person effects and thus provide ambiguous results regarding the development of comorbidity 
(Berry & Willoughby, 2017). Beyond this, the ALT-SR and GVAR approaches offer 
complementary strengths. While GVAR models provide an intuitive visualisation of complex 
relations between multiple repeatedly measured variables making them particularly useful for 
the study of a large number of domains at once, they assume the same relation over the whole 
of development. This might be problematic when analysing mental health development as 
mental health risk factors, manifestations, and levels have been shown to change over 





relationships have been found to become increasingly important during adolescence 
(Steinberg & Monahan, 2007) and given their hypothesised role in linking different mental 
health issues (Capaldi, 1992), this could engender fundamental shifts in the inter-relations 
between different domains of mental health. Some evidence for this has already been found 
in the empirical literature (e.g. Murray, Eisner, & Ribeaud, 2020). In contrast to GVAR 
models, ALT-SRs allow for the estimation of time-varying paths which allows the 
investigation of dynamics that might change over development. However, this means 
estimating a very large number of parameters, making interpretation difficult when moving 
beyond the analysis of pairwise relations.  
ALT-SRs are already beginning to yield new insights into where existing 
developmental psychopathology theory holds and where it requires further development (e.g. 
Davis et al., 2018; Murray, Eisner, & Ribeaud, 2020; Murray, Obsuth, et al., 2021; Oh et al., 
2020). For example, Murray et al. (2020) found that when using an ALT-SR, the direction of 
relations between externalising and internalising problems reversed between childhood and 
adolescence, suggesting that while the dual failure model captures the inter-relations between 
externalising and internalising problems in childhood, a different model might be required to 
explain their relations in adolescence. The use of ALT-SR was important for this insight. In 
it, the relevant negative effects emerged much more clearly than in a corresponding CLPM fit 
for comparison.  
Multilevel GVAR models have their origin in the network approach to 
psychopathology and have not yet been applied to study how mental health relations unfold 
over childhood and adolescence. However, network models fit to cross-sectional data have  
provided important new insights that show the promise of this approach (e.g. Beard et al., 





behavioural problems found that these domains are highly interlinked during childhood with 
higher scores on bridge symptoms being predictive of later development of anxiety disorders 
(Rouquette et al., 2018). Thus, the recent development of multilevel longitudinal network 
models provides valuable opportunities for gaining a more comprehensive understanding of 
developmental psychopathology as these models allow for the inclusion of a much larger 
number of variables than models such as CLPMs or ALT-SRs.  
In the present study, GVAR and ALT-SR models will be used to analyse socio-
emotional development, as measured by the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire 
longitudinally at 3, 5, 7, 11, 14 and 17 years, in children participating in the Millennium 
Cohort Study, a British birth cohort study. This will contribute to a more complete picture of 
mental health development, giving insights into the dynamic relationships between different 
mental health domains over development.  
Method 
Participants 
The Millennium Cohort Study (MCS) is a longitudinal birth cohort study of around 19,000 
children born in the United Kingdom at the beginning of the 21st-century. To date, there have 
been seven sweeps of data collection at the children’s following ages: 9 months, 3, 5, 7, 11, 
14 and 17 years. For details, see MCS cohort profiles and documentation (Connelly & Platt, 
2014; Joshi & Fitzsimons, 2016; Radu, 2019). The current study included all children who 
had complete SDQ data at least at one time-point between the ages of 3 and 17 (N = 17,478).  
Ethical Considerations 
The MCS is funded by the UK Economic and Social Research Council (ES/M001660/1; 





Committee. Written consent was obtained from all participating parents at each sweep. 
Measure 
Children’s socio-emotional strengths and difficulties were measured using the Strengths and 
Difficulties Questionnaire (SDQ), a behavioural screening tool that has been validated for use 
in 3 to 16-year olds (Goodman, 1997). The SDQ is widely used, not only for longitudinal 
analyses, but also in education and clinical settings where it contributes to clinical decision-
making (Sosu & Schmidt, 2017). The questionnaire consists of 25 items divided equally 
between 5 subscales: emotional symptoms, conduct problems, hyperactivity/inattention, peer 
relationship problems and prosociality. Subscale scores are calculated by summation of the 
relevant item scores. Higher scores on any of the subscales indicate more behavioural 
problems, except for the prosociality subscale where higher scores indicate behavioural 
strengths. In the MCS, parents, predominantly mothers, completed the SDQ when the children 
were aged 3, 5, 7, 11, 14 and 17 years. At age 3, a modified version of the SDQ was 
administered, adapting two items in the conduct and one item in the hyperactivity subscale 
for age-appropriateness. The SDQ has good structural, discriminative and convergent validity 
(Kersten et al., 2016) and shows configural, metric and scalar gender and longitudinal 
invariance across all subscales for ages 5 to 14 in the MCS, supporting its use for comparing 
variances and covariances and to examine developmental trajectories (Murray, Speyer, et al., 
2021). However, the same study suggested that invariance did not extend to ages 3 and 17, 
necessitating caution when interpreting possible age differences in symptom levels and 
relations at these ages compared with ages 5 to 14.  
Statistical Analyses 
Prior to analysis, using R (R Core Team, 2017), some of the datasets were restructured and 





Cohort-Study-Data-Restructuring-in-R). In the current study, sum-scores of the subscales of 
the SDQ were used for both the ALT-SR and the GVAR model since the high complexity of 
a latent variable measurement model would have likely led to estimation difficulties in both 
models. Additionally, previous research using the SDQ has shown that sum-score approaches 
yield similar results to latent modelling approaches (Vugteveen et al., 2020). 
Autoregressive Latent Trajectory Model with Structured Residuals (ALT-SR) 
Autoregressive latent trajectory models with structured residuals (ALT-SR) combine the key 
feature of Latent Trajectory Models (LTM) and cross-lagged panel models (CLPM). In LTM, 
variables are modelled longitudinally by estimating latent growth curve factors that capture 
how one variable changes over time (Curran et al., 2014). CLPMs describe repeatedly 
measured variables as a function of its own and other variables’ past values. Hence, the 
predictors of the variable are the time delayed values, also called lags, of this series of 
measures. Most commonly, a lag of 1 is chosen which assumes that the current value of a 
variable depends on its own first lag, i.e., its value at the preceding time point (Epskamp et 
al., 2018).  
ALT-SRs allow for the estimation of latent growth curves and autoregressive and cross-
lagged effects within one model (Curran et al., 2014). The growth curve part of the ALT-SR 
includes an intercept and linear slope factor (additional slope factors can be included to 
capture higher-order growth). The intercept and slope factor means capture the initial levels 
and change in symptoms, while their variances capture individual differences in initial levels 
and change (Mund & Nestler, 2019). The autoregressive and cross lagged effects are defined 
between the variables’ residuals after estimating the growth curve and reflect deviations from 
the person-specific growth curves at a certain time points. For a schematic illustration of a 





specification thus allows within-person relations to be separated from between-person 
variation. Autoregressive and cross-lagged parameters capture the relationships between these 
within-person residuals and the same or a different variable’s within-person residuals at a 
consecutive time point, respectively. Covariances at each time estimate within-time 
associations between constructs (e.g., associations between conduct and peer problems at age 
3) (Mund & Nestler, 2019). In order to facilitate model identification, it is necessary to place 
constraints on some part of the model structure, especially when investigating the 
interrelations of multiple constructs over time. One option is to constrain autoregressive, 
cross-lagged and covariances to take the same value across time (e.g. Mund & Nestler, 2019), 
thus assuming that the developmental relations of interest are stable across development as is 
also assumed in the GVAR model. Alternatively, if the interest lies in how developmental 
relations might change over time, these paths can be allowed to vary and constraints can be 
placed on the slope variance and covariance structures (e.g. Berry & Willoughby, 2017).  
Constraining slope variances and covariances to zero implies that there are no systematic 
between-person relations among the latent curve components. Thus, if this assumption is 
violated, the residuals might still, to a limited extent, be confounded by between-person 
differences.  
Since relations in children’s socio-emotional development may vary over the 
developmental period (Meeus, 2016; Murray, Eisner, & Ribeaud, 2020), we fit two ALT-SRs, 
one model including time-varying paths and another model including constrained paths to 
fully account for between-person effects. Both ALT-SRs were fit using the R package lavaan 
(Rosseel, 2012). First a model with constraints placed on the residual structure was fitted. For 
the latent growth curve part of the model, intercepts and linear as well as quadratic slopes 
were fitted for all SDQ domains since previous research has found that children’s and 





al., 2020). Intercept factor loadings were fixed to 1, and time intervals for slope factor loadings 
were fixed proportional to the spacing between measurement occasions. Intercept and slope 
factor means, as well as intercept, slope factor and residual factor variances were freely 
estimated. In order to obtain an admissible model solution, quadratic slope factor variances 
were constrained to zero. Autoregressive and cross-lagged effects as well as residual factor 
covariances between all domains at each time point were estimated and constrained to be 
equal across all lags. In addition, residual covariances for the first time point were freely 
estimated while covariances between residuals for the first time point and intercepts and 
slopes were constrained to zero as the first measurement wave has to be treated as 
predetermined (there are no past variables that can predict these values) (Mund & Nestler, 
2019). The model including time-varying paths was estimated following the same structure, 
except that autoregressive and cross-lagged effects as well as residual factor covariances were 
allowed to vary over time, while all slope variances and covariances were fixed to zero. Both 
ALT-SRs were estimated using Full Information Maximum Likelihood (FIML) to account 
for missing data. Model fit was judged to be acceptable if Comparative Fit Index (CFI) was 
>.90, Tucker Lewis Index (TLI) >0.90 and Root Mean Square Error of Approximation 
(RMSEA) <.05 (Kline, 2005) . 
Multilevel Graphical Vector Autoregression Model 
In a vector autoregression (VAR), each variable is modelled as a combined function of its past 
values as well as the past values of other variables included in the model. VAR models are 
mostly used to understand temporal relationships between different variables, but they can 
also be used to understand contemporaneous relationships, that is, how variables are 
associated with each other at one specific time point (Wild et al., 2010). To guard against 





resulting sparse, structural relationships can then be modelled and represented as a Gaussian 
Graphical Model (GGM) which offers advantages in interpretation as it intuitively visualises 
the complex dependency structure in a system of variables in the form of a partial correlation 
network. This type of constrained VAR is commonly called graphical vector autoregression 
(GVAR, Epskamp et al., 2018). 
In a graphical model, measured variables are represented by nodes that are connected 
by edges to indicate relations between variables. In the temporal network, these edges are 
directed and therefore include arrows to indicate the direction of effect, that is, whether one 
variable predicts another at the next measurement occasion. In the contemporaneous network 
which is based on the residualised covariance structure after accounting for the effects of past 
measurements, edges are undirected and only indicate conditional dependencies between 
these variables. Finally, in the between-person network, undirected edges are used to describe 
the relationships between the stationary means of all subjects, again indicating conditional 
dependencies between variables (Epskamp et al., 2018). 
Structurally, the GVAR model is closely related to the ALT-SR as it is based on the 
random-intercept cross-lagged panel model (RI-CLPM) (Epskamp, 2020). RI-CLPMs only 
include random-intercepts to account for between-person processes (Hamaker et al., 2015)  
while ALT-SRs additionally fit a latent curve model before estimating autoregressive and 
cross-lagged effects. GVAR models further adapt the RI-CLPM to model the within-person 
and between-person covariance structures in the form of GGMs rather than as marginal 
variance-covariance matrices. In addition, GVAR models assume stationary relations in order 
to avoid the estimation of a variance–covariance structure for the first measurement wave, 
hence, in contrast to ALT-SRs, they do not treat the first measurement wave as exogenous 





intercept factor covariance structure of the ALT-SR, while the contemporaneous and the 
temporal GVAR networks can be thought of as analogous to the residual factor within-time 
covariances and the autoregressive and cross-lagged relations from the ALT-SR respectively. 
To analyse the temporal, contemporaneous and between-person relations between the 
different subscales of the SDQ, a multilevel GVAR was conducted. The GVAR model was 
fit using the psychonetrics package version 0.8 (Epskamp, 2020). To meet the stationarity 
assumption of the GVAR model, the data was detrended for linear, quadratic and cubic age-
related effects and standardised across time points prior to fitting a saturated model. Further, 
unequal measurement occasions were accounted for by specifying non-measured time points 
as missing (e.g., missing for measurement at age 9 to account for different measurement 
intervals between ages 5 and 7 compared to 7 and 11). The model was estimated using FIML 
to account for missing data. The resulting model was pruned to reduce complexity and 
decrease the chance of finding false positives. After this, the following model fit statistics 
were computed: CFI, TLI and RMSEA. The estimated networks were visualised using the R 
package qgraph (Epskamp et al., 2012). Finally, 25% case-drop bootstrapping routines (N = 
1000) were employed to gain information on stability of parameter estimates (Epskamp, 
2020). 
Results 
Descriptive Statistics for all SDQ subscales at each measurement occasion are presented in 
Table S1 in the online supplementary materials. The ALT-SR with cross-lagged, 
autoregressive and residual covariances constrained to be equal across time had a good fit 
(CFI = .946, TLI = 0.935 and RMSEA = .038 with 90% CI: .037 to .039, BIC = 1394847.303). 
Autoregressive and cross-lagged effects are presented in Table S2, available online, and 





showed that the different SDQ domains were dynamically associated with each other, and that 
all domains were autocorrelated. In particular, the hyperactivity/inattention domain appeared 
to play a central role as it shared directed links with all other domains of socio-emotional 
development. 
 [Figure 1 about here] 
Results for within-time relationships (residual covariances) are visualised as a covariance 
network in Figure 1(b). These networks indicate that increases in any of the SDQ domains 
were significantly associated with higher scores on any of the other domains, except for 
prosociality which was associated with lower scores. This reflects the fact that the prosociality 
domain indicates strengths while the other domains indicate difficulties. For parameter 
estimates of within- and between-person associations see Table S2, available online.   
 The ALT-SR with time-varying residual covariances, cross-lagged and autoregressive 
paths had a marginally better fit than the constrained model according to BIC (∆BIC = 
418.615) and CFI but a slightly worse fit according to TLI and RMSEA (CFI = .954, TLI = 
0.921 and RMSEA = .042 with 90% CI: .041 to .043, BIC = 1394428.688). Results mostly 
confirmed findings from the constrained ALT-SR with all autoregressive and within-person 
relations being stable across all lags. Most cross-lagged relations were also stable across all 
lags, however, a few differences must be noted. In contrast to the constrained ALT-SR, 
conduct problems were also found to be associated with increases in hyperactivity/inattention, 
peer problems and prosociality across all ages, while peer problems were further also 
predictive of increases in conduct problems but only in middle childhood and early 
adolescence. Additional paths were also identified for prosociality to conduct problems in 
early childhood and emotional problems to hyperactivity/inattention in adolescence. Thus, the 





mental health domains have the same effects over the whole developmental period. For 
parameter estimates of cross-lagged, autoregressive and within-time effects, see Table S3, 
available online. 
The saturated GVAR model, estimating edges between all variables, had reasonable fit 
(CFI = .890, TLI = 0.890 and RMSEA = .049 with 90% CI: .049 to .050, BIC = 932661.180). 
The pruned model also showed reasonable fit (CFI = .892, TLI = 0.893 and RMSEA = .049 
with 90% CI: .048 to .049, BIC = 932595.850) and performed slightly better than the saturated 
model (∆BIC = 65.32). The fact that the GVAR model fit reasonably well indicates that 
imposing the assumption of equal relations across time is not a serious misspecification. 
Figure 2 provides information on the structures of the temporal (a), contemporaneous (b) and 
between-person (c) networks. For parameter estimates of the standardized networks, see Table 
S4 in the online supplementary materials.  
 [Figure 2 about here] 
Consistent with the ALT-SR, the temporal GVAR network highlights that most SDQ domains 
were autocorrelated and that they were dynamically associated with each other (see Figure 
2(a)). While most domains were connected to each other, the temporal network further 
suggested that there are comparably strong bidirectional negative relationships between 
conduct problems and prosociality, with higher scores on conduct problems leading to less 
prosocial behaviour and vice versa. Similar results were found for emotional problems and 
peer problems, with higher scores in one domain resulting in more problems in the other 
domain. For the contemporaneous network, Figure 2(b) shows the relationships of all domains 
after accounting for between-person differences and within-person temporal relationships, 
highlighting that the SDQ domains also affected each other at shorter timescales than the 





associations between the different SDQ domains at the between-person level. In terms of the 
relative magnitude of associations, results indicated that between-person relations were 
stronger than within-person relations, however, comparisons of effect sizes of between- and 
within-person effects are not particularly meaningful in the context of understanding the 
development of comorbidities which refer to within-person processes (Berry & Willoughby, 
2017). Results of the 25% case-drop bootstraps are summarised in Table S5 in the online 
supplementary materials, showing the number of times each parameter was included out of 
1000 bootstrap samples. The bootstrap results indicated a high level of stability in the 
contemporaneous and between-person network with most parameters included in the original 
model also included in the majority of the 1000 bootstrap samples. The temporal network 
seemed to be slightly less stable, indicating that it is potentially less sparse than what was 
estimated in the original analysis.  
Discussion  
The aim of the current study was to apply two state-of-the-art methods that are currently 
available to model dynamic relationships of multiple mental health domains and thereby gain 
new insights into the dynamic relationships of children’s socio-emotional strengths and 
difficulties. Such methods are needed to operationalise developmental psychopathology 
theories that address the wide-ranging inter-connections between different domains of mental 
health. In particular, these models can be helpful for bridging developmental psychopathology 
approaches that provide in-depth treatment of the connections between a small number of core 
domains and network theories that provide bigger picture views of how issues across a wide 
landscape of mental health issues are linked together. Results of the cross-temporally 
constrained ALT-SR and the multilevel GVAR model both suggested that the different 





developmental period as well as within shorter timescales. Since the GVAR model assumes 
equal effects over development, we additionally estimated an ALT-SR with time-varying 
paths to investigate whether the observed associations were indeed stable across development. 
This analysis confirmed that most of the observed relations were stable over the whole 
developmental period.  
Results suggest that ADHD symptoms in particular play a central role in the 
development of socio-emotional difficulties as symptoms in this domain were found to 
precede difficulties in all other domains. This is consistent with the existing literature on 
comorbidities in ADHD and models such as the ontogenic process model of externalizing 
psychopathology (Beauchaine & McNulty, 2013; Murray, Caye, McKenzie, et al., 2020). It 
is noted, for example, that children who show symptoms of hyperactivity and inattention often 
struggle in their peer interactions as they, for example, miss social cues or struggle with 
waiting for their turn. As a result, they may be  excluded by normative peers and are thus 
more likely to affiliate with antisocial peers, escalating their antisocial behaviour through a 
process of ‘peer deviancy training’ (Bennett et al., 2004). They also receive more negative 
attention from adults and often struggle academically, damaging their self-esteem and 
potentially leading to depression or anxiety (Roy et al., 2015). At the contemporaneous level, 
hyperactivity/inattention was found to be strongly associated with conduct problems, 
indicating that these two domains are related to each other over shorter timescales as well as 
in the long term. Hyperactivity/inattention and conduct problems were also most strongly 
related in the between-person network, which, overall, showed stronger associations than the 
contemporaneous network and suggested that children who has higher overall hyperactivity 
levels also tended to have higher overall conduct problems.  





bidirectional relationship across development. Links between lower levels of prosociality and 
aggressive behaviour at different developmental stages have already been established  (e.g. 
Nantel-Vivier et al., 2014); however, evidence for directional relations has so far been limited 
to conduct problems being shown to predict lower prosociality at later time points (Chen et 
al., 2010; Obsuth et al., 2015). Findings from the current study suggest that this relationship 
is, in fact, bi-directional. This may be because children who engage in aggressive behaviour 
tend to elicit negative reactions from their social contacts which might lead them to have 
fewer opportunities to develop their prosocial skills (e.g. Obsuth et al., 2015). Conversely, 
prosocial behaviour facilitates better social relationships which might protect against 
engaging in conduct problem behaviour to the extent that children are motivated to avoid 
jeopardising these relationships. Interestingly, high prosociality has previously also been 
found to be predictive of emotional problems in kindergarten-aged children (Perren et al., 
2007). Results from the current study suggest that this generalises across childhood and most 
of adolescence. In the context of interventions seeking to increase empathy skills, this 
highlights the need to take a careful approach: promoting sensitivity to the needs of others 
without equipping children with a broader range of socio-emotional skills to help them cope 
effectively with this could have the unintended effect of increasing children’s risk of 
developing emotional problems.  
A particular advantage of the GVAR model is that it allows for the identification of 
nodes that might be particularly relevant in the spread of mental health issues across domains 
by acting as ‘bridge symptoms’. Results from the GVAR model suggested that the co-
occurrence between externalising (hyperactivity/inattention, conduct problems) and 
internalising difficulties (emotional problems, peer problems) could be related to prosocial 
behaviour as this domain was connected to both. However, prosocial behaviour does not 





internalising comorbidity, for example, in developmental cascade models such the dual failure 
model (Capaldi, 1992) or the acting out model (Carlson & Cantwell, 1980). Our results 
suggest that future investigations would benefit from considering prosociality as providing a 
potential route by which externalising and internalising symptoms may become linked.  
Our results also suggest that emotional problems have a comparably strong reciprocal 
relationship with peer problems. This is consistent with the existing literature on emotional 
difficulties and peer relationships which has already found evidence for a bi-directional 
relationship between these domains (Forbes et al., 2019). Children with symptoms of anxiety 
or depression have been found to struggle with establishing high quality peer relationships  
(e.g. La Greca & Lopez, 1998; Rubin et al., 1989), while peer problems have been found to 
lead to an increase in self-reported anxiety (e.g. Vernberg et al., 1992). In the GVAR model, 
peer problems were further associated with conduct problems, thus our findings also support 
two prominent developmental cascade models; the dual failure and the acting out model 
(Capaldi, 1992; Carlson & Cantwell, 1980). The dual failure model hypothesises that 
internalising difficulties are the result of an unidirectional cascade from externalising 
difficulties to peer problems (social failure) and academic underachievement (academic 
failure) which lead to increased internalising difficulties (Capaldi, 1992). The acting out 
model proposes that children suffering from internalising difficulties may “act out” to express 
their distress which may lead to conflict with family and friends which in turn may lead to 
increased externalising problems (Carlson & Cantwell, 1980).  
The majority of the above-mentioned theories and models primarily focus on explaining 
pairs of comorbidities. There  is, for example, in addition to the externalising and internalising 
models discussed above, a vast body of theories on the effects of ADHD symptoms on conduct 





symptoms on emotional problems (e.g. Murray, Caye, McKenzie, et al., 2020), but 
comparatively little research that has attempted to connect these disparate bodies of work to 
illuminate how ADHD symptoms, emotional symptoms, and conduct problems may connect 
together. The results of this study, however, emphasise the  need for more encompassing 
theories of developmental psychopathology.  
The current study illustrates how two complementary methods: GVAR and ALT-SR 
may be helpful for supporting the development and testing of these theories. The main 
advantage of the GVAR model is that it provides an easy to interpret visualisation and can be 
easily extended to model large numbers of repeatedly measured variables, facilitating, for 
example, modelling temporal relations at the symptom level rather than at the domain level. 
This may prove particularly useful in the study of mental health symptom networks and how 
specific symptoms may act as bridges between several mental health disorders. Analyses of 
this type can provide new and unique insights into how co-occurring disorders develop. 
However, the GVAR model assumes equal relations over time, an assumption that does not 
necessarily hold when investigating the development of psychopathology over longer 
timescales. ALT-SRs, on the other hand, do allow for the investigation of time-varying effects 
but are not well suited to model more than a handful of constructs simultaneously since the 
addition of any additional construct leads to a sharp increase in number of parameters that 
need to be estimated, often leading to estimation difficulties and making interpretations of 
results challenging. ALT-SRs can, however, be particularly useful when applied to only few 
domains that are expected to share different relations over time. They offer additional 
flexibility in estimating cross-lagged effects and are further well suited to investigate potential 
mediators of those developmental relations. Thus, ALT-SRs can be invaluable tools in 
advancing developmental cascade theories such as the dual failure or the acting out model, by 





underachievement in the development of co-occurring mental health problems. 
There are a number of limitations that need to be considered when interpreting the 
results of this study. The data used relies exclusively on parent-reports of children and 
adolescents’ socio-emotional strengths and difficulties. This is a particular limitation for the 
later time points as the validity of parent-reports likely declines in adolescence as parental 
monitoring decreases (Masche, 2010). Ideally, this study should be replicated using teacher- 
and self-reports in addition to parent-reports. In addition, invariance analyses of the SDQ in 
the current sample have shown that for age 3 and age 17, the hypothesised five dimensional 
structure of the SDQ is not a good fit for the data, thus suggesting that there might be 
differences in the manifestation or reporting of symptoms in these age groups (Murray, 
Speyer, et al., 2021). Further, the analyses presented here assumed a simple random sampling 
design as GVAR models are not yet able to accommodate complex sampling designs. For the 
ALT-SR, sensitivity analyses accounting for the complex sampling design of the MCS, 
however, showed essentially the same results. Finally, it is important to note that even though 
we used statistical tools which appropriately operationalise the developmental processes of 
interest, these models still only provide insights into associations based on temporal ordering 
over time which do not necessarily correspond with any causal effects. Hence, further research 
is needed to evaluate whether the observed associations indeed reflect causal relationships. 
Approaches such as the analysis of the effects of interventions in the context of comorbidity, 
counterfactual approaches (e.g., matching-based techniques), instrumental variable analysis 
(e.g., Mendelian randomisation), and discordant monozygotic twin (MZ) designs to account 
for familial confounding can help determine which of the paths indicated as potentially 
reflecting directional effects are also suggested as potentially causal based on these 






This study suggests that conduct problems, emotional problems, hyperactivity/inattention, 
peer problems and prosociality, as measured by the SDQ, are dynamically associated with 
one another over time and concurrently, highlighting the value of investigating mental health 
issues as networks using longitudinal data. The ALT-SR and the GVAR model are two 
complementary approaches that are well suited to study such dynamics. Overall, the findings 
of this study highlight that there is a clear need for more integrative theories of comorbidities. 
Advancing theories such as the developmental cascade model to consider more than two 
domains at once would facilitate more encompassing theories of developmental 
psychopathology and help inform interventions that can target the symptoms that are most 
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ALT-SR: Constrained Autoregressive/Cross-lagged Effects and Residual Covariances 
Networks 
 
Note. (a) represents the estimated within-person autoregressive and cross-lagged effects of 
the ALT-SR in the form of significant regression coefficients; (b) represents the estimated 
within-person within-time associations of the ALT-SR as a covariance network; solid edges 
(blue) indicate positive effects, dashed edges (red) negative effects; edge widths are 







GVAR Model: Temporal, Contemporaneous and Between Person Networks  
 
Note. (a) represents the estimated fixed-effect within-person temporal GVAR network standardised to directed partial correlations, (b) represent 
the estimated fixed-effect within-person contemporaneous partial correlation network; (c) represents the estimated random-effects between-
person partial correlation network; solid edges (blue) indicate positive effects, dashed edges (red) negative effects; edge widths are proportional 
to the strength of association of all included edges. 
